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Thanks a million for
college scholarships

THE Cumberland School has helped students
secure scholarships to top independent schools
totalling nearly a million pounds.
A remarkable 12 students – dubbed the
‘dynamic dozen’ – have been offered all
expenses paid places to fee-paying sixth forms
including Mount Kelly in Devon, where fees are
just over £60k per year, and Wellington College,
where fees are £84k. Both establishments took
four students each.
Other private schools to offer places include
University College School, Hampstead, who
have offered two students places, and Forest
School in Essex. Each student had to go through
a rigorous selection process which included
entrance exams and interviews at the schools,
often online due to Covid.
They were supported throughout the process

“

by the Prestigious Colleges programme, aimed
at getting students into fee-paying schools.
Each student is assigned a mentor who
helps with the applications, entrance exams
and interviews, overseen by the Prestigious
Colleges team.
Headteacher Omar Deria says they will get
more students next year. He said: “We had seven
last year, now we have 12. Next year we are
aiming for 20.
“That would mean one in 10 students at our
school will be leaving East London for some of
the top fee-paying schools in the country on all
expenses-paid scholarships.
“This programme is a game changer for
this part of Newham. Anyone who attends
this school can aspire to truly life-changing
opportunities.”

The Community Schools Trust which runs
The Cumberland School has helped over 60
students win scholarships to fee-paying sixth
forms including four who have attended Eton.
CEO of the Trust
Simon Elliott said:
“We call The Cumberland School the ‘dream
factory’ because our
outstanding teachers
are making dreams
come true for our
students.”
SEE PAGE 2
to find out what
the students have
to say.

We call The Cumberland School the ‘dream factory’
because our outstanding teachers are making
dreams come true for our students...
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CEO of the Trust,
Simon Elliott.

Bright bunch prepare
for exciting challenge
Some of the students recently awarded
scholarships show their gratitude for the
opportunity to further their studies...

Minnat is attending University College
School, Hampstead. She is taking
A Levels in maths English, physics and
chemistry. “I know that Cumberland School
have given me this incredible opportunity.
The school is wonderful; the facilities are
just amazing and
there are so many
extra-curricular
opportunities for the
students. I am going
Minnat
to grab them with
both hands.”
Jessica is
attending
University
College
School,
Hampstead. She
is taking Diana
A Levels
in biology,
maths,
English
literature.
“My mum found
out first and she
called me while I
was at school. I was
shocked and really Diya
surprised, I never
thought I could
get in. I am a bit
nervous but I’m
sure I will settle
in OK. I am really
excited. I want to
study law so this is
a massive stepping
Kalkidan
stone.”

Samir

Jessica

Salima

Ella has been offered a place at the private
Francis Holland School in Chelsea. She will
study A Levels in geography, physics, and
English literature. She said: “I am so pleased
so many of us got in. I was one of the first
to find out I had been accepted so have been
cheering on all my friends over these last few
months. It is such a huge deal for this school
and community because so many of us are
going off to these amazing schools. It is life
changing for us all.”

Diya will attend Mount Kelly, Devon,
to study physics, chemistry, biology and
maths. “This is the embodiment of my
family’s dream, what they have strived for
their entire lives and it has come true. It
is an amazing feeling for all of us.”

Ella

Naomi

Felipe

Salima will study
at Forest school,
Epping. She will take A Levels in maths,Eszter
further maths, chemistry and Spanish.
She said: “I am so happy. Forest School
was my first choice. I can’t wait to start.”
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Diana has been offered a place
as a boarder at Mount Kelly
in Devon. She will study
psychology, politics, maths
and economics. She said: I
can’t thank Cumberland School
enough for what they have done
for me. They have been with
me every step of the way. This
opportunity is like a dream for
me and my family. I will make the most
of it and improve my life and that of my
family.”

“

Space

This is my family’s dream,
what they have strived for
their entire lives. It is an
amazing feeling.
Student Diya

”

Felipe will study at Mount Kelly,
Devon. He will take A Levels in
biology, psychology and history.
He wants to work in Finance. He
said: “Things were bad for me in the
first few years of school. I was in
trouble a lot and my life was going
nowhere. I even got excluded. But the
teachers here are amazing and got me
on the right path and now I am heading
to this incredible school. I could have ended up
on another path.”
Samir is heading to Mount Kelly. He
will study physics, maths, biology,
geography. He said: “I am really excited
to have won a place at Mount Kelly, it is
going to be the most incredible experience.
I want to get into a good university and so I
will spend my time there concentrating on my
studies and doing well in my A Levels.”
Naomi will study politics, history and
French at Wellington College. She said:
“When I found out I had got in, there were
lots of emotions. I did not really know how
to feel. I admit I was slightly overwhelmed.
I will miss my family but I know this is an
amazing opportunity, one that does not come
around too often. The school is an amazing
place.”
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Sparkle has returned to school

Omar Deria,
Headteacher.

TWO members of staff have put in hours of
hard work to help 12 students win scholarships
to top fee-paying schools.
Careers and Aspirations Lead Mr Green and
Careers Manager Mr Deen run the school’s
Prestigious Colleges programme.
Mr Green coordinates the programme, including selecting students, assigning mentors, helping with entrance exams and personal statements.
He also has weekly meetings with all the
students on the programme and liaises with the
fee paying schools.
Mr Deen runs the career coaching and administration of the programme including identifying
colleges and application deadlines, delivering
careers advice and supporting with interviews
and exam preparation.
Mr Green said: “Our mantra as
the careers and aspirations team, is for
young people to develop the skills
and aspirations to go into the world
and become successful adults.
“These young people are bright and I
have no doubt they will go far in
life. Going to one of these
colleges will increase their
chances of of success.
These students inspire the
rest. They are changing
the culture with regard to
aspirations.”
Student Ella said:
“Mr Green and Mr Deen
are the rocks behind this
programme. They keep us
all motivated.
“Some students have had
to deal with rejection but they
have been there to pick us up.
“There is a sense that
we are in this together and
everyone is cheering the
Mr Green
rest on to do well. That is
has helped
down to Mr Green and Mr
students gain
Deen. I can’t thank them
scholarships.
both enough.”

AS we come to the end of another
term filled with challenges, joys and
surprises, I reflect on just how far
we have come as a school over that
period.
The highlight, of course, was to
have our students back in school,
back in front of their teachers and
back in the classroom, where they
belong.
The school seemed to have lost
its sparkle and soul over the last
couple of months without our
students. We are so glad to have
them back.
We have achieved a lot together
during the lockdown period.
Our average attendance to online
lessons was 90 per cent, which was
way above the average for most state
schools and private schools.
Even more remarkably we made

21,000 phone calls home during this
time to make sure that our students
were engaging with their online
lessons.
We made sure our students knew
how much we appreciated their hard
work by issuing over 35,000 merits.
Then there is the ‘dynamic dozen’
— the 12 students securing scholarships. We are getting requests
from top fee-paying schools all
the time to become involved with
the programme. Next year I am
confident we will have 20 students
secure scholarships.
And finally, all of this would not
have been possible without the
relentless hard work of our staff
and the support of our wonderful
families; thank you.
Please have a restful Easter and
we will see you back here next term.

Duo rock with
help and advice

Fabulously fresh food
THE school teamed up with a catering company to provide
fresh produce and recipe tips for students on free school
meals during school closures.
The Cumberland School worked with Olive Dining to
create the hampers which were delivered by teachers.
The 5-day healthy hampers included fresh fruit and vegetables,
eggs and cheese with recipes including how to make curries and
pasta dishes.
Mr Elliott, CEO of the Community Schools Trust which runs
The Cumberland School, said: “The food Olive Dining serve in
our schools is of a very high standard, as are the hampers. Our
teachers, once again, have been on hand to lend their support.”
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Online learning makes
a massive difference
AT The Cumberland School the number of
students logging on to online learning every
day is 90 per cent.
That is more than three times the average of
working-class children (26 per cent) and double
middle-class children (40 per cent) nationally,
according to a report by the Sutton Trust.
Our families have been impressed with the
school’s online learning offer. They contacted
the school to say a big thank you. Two agreed
to be interviewed for the school newsletter.
Here is what they had to say...

“

Bhupinder Sommers, the parent of a Year
7 student, says teachers have been a “rock”
during lockdown.
My son has always been a bit reluctant to engage
with learning both at secondary and at primary
school, and it is even harder to get him motivated
for online learning.
But the school has been amazing, in fact if
there was a better word for amazing then that is
what it has been. The support from the teachers
at the school has been second to none. They have
been there with me every step of the way.
I get daily a call from the Head of Learning
Ms Shine who has helped me through the online
learning. She has been an absolute rock.
They have kept a special eye on him. She has
identified the areas where he needs to improve
and is feeding back regularly. It is incredible
support.
The irony is that I did not want my child to go
to Cumberland and when we were assigned it I
wanted to transfer to another school.
But the very first day he went into the school
he said I don’t want to go to another school.
Now I’ve seen how great the school is I am so
happy with my decision.
It has worked out so well. I can’t thank them
enough for their help. It is a great, great school.

Nafisa and her son

”

Golden ticket
holders were
rewarded for
their hard work
with a delivery
from Pizza Hut.
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“

Year 7 parent Nafisa Patel says her son is
thriving with online learning thanks to his
dedicated teachers.
I was really worried about the remote learning.
I did not want him to get distracted, like young
boys do.
His teachers have been giving him lots of
support. The lessons are just like they would be
if he was in school.
I have been watching him and saw that he
was very engaged with all the lessons. Even in
subjects he is not that fond of he is still really
engaged.
The teachers are doing so well with the students. They are working so hard to organise the
lessons to make sure they are not missing out.

Bhupinder
At this school they really believe in praising
the students. They are giving him lots of awards,
merits and prizes for being a good student.
He has now won a gold award. He was very
excited and talking about it a lot and really happy.
It has really motivated him to do well.
He has got involved in school council. He feels
like he has been really encouraged by the staff.
When he started Cumberland I was worried.
But, I have been so impressed with the staff.
They have been incredible. I am very happy that
my son is going to attend Cumberland.

”

Tucking into tasty treats
STUDENTS enjoyed a delicious family
meal from Pizza Hut after winning the
most golden tickets in their year group.
Year 7 Kira, Year 8 Muhammed, Year
9 Nima, Year 10 Mohib, and Year 11 Eris
were this half term’s winners.
They all enjoyed a large pizza
of their choice one Friday night in
February as reward for their efforts.
Golden tickets are awarded for reasons
including good behaviour, hard work,
engagement and academic success.
Nima’s mum sent a message to
school thanking staff for recognising
her son’s hard work and also
thanking staff for their hard work

during lockdown.
Ms Morelle said: “We tried to make
rewards tangible so that students
would be motivated to put the effort
during our online classes.
“It has been a huge success with
very high levels of student engagement
which is reflected in the incredible
attendance during school closure.
“Pizza Friday is something students
can share with their families. It also
reflects how hard they have tried in
what has been a challenging term.”
Golden tickets can be traded in for
lunchtime passes, Amazon vouchers,
and if you get to 100, Air Pods.
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IT was a Merry Christmas for our students
thanks to a charity toy appeal and
donations from City workers and firms.
The school received dozens of presents for students from the East London
Business Alliance (ELBA) based in the
heart of Canary Wharf who run an annual
toy appeal.
They have also received gifts from
Newham based charities Community
Links and Ambition Aspire Achieve.
The presents were hand-wrapped by
teachers and were delivered in the school
mini bus to vulnerable families.
The Cumberland School Safeguarding
Deputy Jeyda Asutay is the link between
the charities and the school.
She said: “This is a school that goes
above and beyond for our students. Even
on the last day of term we all pitch in to
ensure every child gets a present.
“For many of these children, without
this appeal, they would have received
nothing for Christmas. That breaks my
heart and I could not allow it to happen.”

Heartwarming generosity

Headteacher Omar Deria with student Sheikh and his mum.

Aiming high is
key to success
FORMER student Craig Bukenya who is off
to study at the world-renowned Cambridge
University says setting your sights high is
the key to achieving success.
The bright student, who is predicted A*
grades in his A Levels, has been offered a
place to study education at the prestigious
Homerton College.
The former Cumberland Head Boy took
part in specialist workshops such as the
King’s College Classics Programme whilst a
student at the school.
He is in his final year studying A Levels in
English literature, philosophy and sociology
at New Vic College.
He said: “I could not be happier. I am
unbelievably excited to have been offered a
place at Cambridge University.
“My mum literally started crying when I
told her. Getting this offer was heavily
characterised by a great deal of hard work,
perseverance and faith.
He added: “I set my sights on Cambridge,
right at the beginning of Year 12.”
On being made Head Boy at Cumberland
in summer 2018, he said: “I am looking
forward to learning from the role and I
think there is an awful lot that this opportunity is going to teach me – it is a really big
responsibility.
“I want to venture into politics when I
get older, so the leadership skills being head
boy can teach me will definitely be able to
benefit me.”

Former Head Boy Craig Bukenya.
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Reaching out
to boost online
attendance
The school made a remarkable
3,000 phone calls a week to
children who could not log on to
online lessons during lockdown.
Staff managed to keep attendance at 90 per cent by making
thousands of calls to students
who missed learning. Home visits
were also carried out to those
struggling the most at home.
The school’s attendance is three
times higher than the average in
working class areas (26 per cent)
and double that of middle-class
students (40 per cent), according
to a report from the Sutton Trust.
Speaking to the Newham
Recorder, CEO of the Community
Schools Trust Simon Elliott said:
“We saw it after the first lockdown
when they came back and we got a
real sense that the children wanted
to be in school.
“We have parents who have no
recourse to public funds who we
have supported. I really feel for
some of our parents and students
because they have struggled so
much.
“But we have done everything we
can to support them and importantly,
made sure they are engaging and
submitting their work online.
“There are some around the
country who will not have had that
support so there is going to be
some disparity.”
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Shortlisted
for award
A LEARNING tool which helped Cumberland students
stay up to date with learning during school closures and
lockdown has been nominated for a prestigious award.
The Dynamic Progress Report (DPR) has been shortlisted
for the BETT 2021 learning, teaching and assessment award.
The online resource is especially useful during school
closures as it tracks student progress in real time to make
sure they are staying up to-date with their class and home
work.
In 2019, DPR was nominated in the ‘Innovators of the
Year’ and ‘Leadership and Management Solutions’ category
at the BETT awards, which recognise excellence in school
ICT.
Creator Mr Zaman said: “DPR not only empowers
teachers and school leaders during the ordinary school days,
it has been instrumental during the lockdown.
“It allowed us to continue teaching the school curriculum,
carry out high quality teaching and learning and in return we
achieved a high level of student engagement and motivation.
“For example, our attendance is above
80 per cent which is significantly
STUDENTS had
higher than both private and state
virtual career and
schools.
education pathway mentoring
“Over 90% of our students
with professionals from law firm
across our trust log into DPR
Macfarlanes. They are partnered
more than five times a week. It’s
with tutors from the City firm who
been nothing short of a game
offer 1-2-1 support via email and web
changer.”
chats. Year 10 Ismail said: “It is great
to get help from professionals who
have been successful but are
also not that much further
Mr Zaman, Deputy CEO of
down the line than
the trust and creator of the
you.”
Dynamic Progress Report.

Here to
help and
listen...
IF you need
someone to talk
while at school
please speak to one
of our safeguarding
team. See posters
around the school
for more details.
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Ambassadors
show the way

The school transition ambassadors will look after Year 7 students in September.
OUR new school transition ambassadors
have been tasked with helping our new
Year 7 arrivals feel at home when joining
The Cumberland School.
From September, the group of 15
students will help the newly arrived cohort
find their way around the school as well as
being on hand to help with any challenges
they may be facing.
Students were handpicked by our
transition coordinator Mrs Janes based
on their character and academic performance.
They will also visit their former primary schools to talk with younger students

and parents about the benefits of attending
The Cumberland School.
Transition coordinator Mrs Janes said:
“Even adults in later stages of life can
remember their first day at secondary
school, it can be very daunting,
“You go from being the oldest child at
primary to the youngest in a much bigger
school, some will sail though and others
will need help.
“At Cumberland we want to make
sure every student feels at home, safe and
supported. Sometimes they may not want
to speak to a teacher so having a peer to
confide in will be very helpful.”

Returning to remote learning
Head of Health and Social Care
and Child Development Ms Hellyer
(pictured) on Remote Learning 2.0:
Return of the Awkward Silence…

“

If I never have to mark another essay on
a computer screen ever again, I’ll be ok
with that.”
No more squinting at the screen,
trying to mark a photo of an essay
that’s been taken slightly out of focus.
In fact, less screen time overall has
become a welcome change.
I might even get more vitamin D
with the resumption of break and lunch
duties — hurrah!
That aside, Remote Learning 2.0
has gone remarkably well. We had tighter
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Take a seat in
sensory garden
THE sensory garden for students
with special educational needs got
a major facelift this term after a new
bench was installed.
Originally heading for the swanky
office of Google, the bench, designed
by architect Marcin Chmura, now
takes pride of place in our sensory
garden.
Marcin said the design was inspired
by sitting in his grandmother’s rocking
chair as a child. He added: “I am really
pleased that this bench will facilitate
lots of great interactions between
students.”
Head of our inclusion department
Mr Scott said: “I think this a lovely
addition to our sensory garden.
“This is a great outdoor space
designed for bringing people
together and for helping our
students develop social and peer
engagement skills.”

Paying respects
to Captain Tom
STUDENTS marked the sad passing
of Captain Sir Tom Moore by replicating the 100 laps walk of his garden.
He lifted spirits during the early
part of the pandemic, and students
at the school wanted to pay their
respects.
Students who were attending
school during the lockdown walked
around the Macmillan Playing Fields
to honour the hero.
Year 8 Kayleigh was among the
30 students who took part. She said:
“It was really important for me to say
goodbye to Sir Tom in the proper way.
“He was a hero to me and so many
during the dark early days and so
he deserves our respect. I was very
pleased to take part in the walk.”
systems, an absolutely sterling crew of
support staff who called our students for us
when they didn’t log on (seriously, this was a
game changer), and a whole raft of new tools
and ideas to use to engage our classes.
One of my favourite tools was Jamboard
— collaborative learning at its best — where
students were able to see each other’s ideas
instantly, and the quieter ones were more
confident to contribute than they might have
been in class. Fingers crossed, this time there
will not be any more remote teaching.
I think we all prefer it when we can see
the students, and when we ask a question
if there is silence in response, we’ll know
at least it’s because they don’t understand,
rather than worrying our internet connection
has gone.

”
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TV times

THIS term, the school was featured
on the television news THREE
times in one week. Cameras from
ITV London, ITV National News
and Channel 5 National News
interviewed students and staff.

Awesome art

YEAR 9 artist Aleksandra used magazine clippings
and and her own pencil drawing to create this
amazing fragmented portrait.

Splash of colour
OUR very first
virtual exhibition
showcased the
wonderful artwork
our students
created.
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